
POLYGON OF FORCES ESSAY

The graphical solution of the experiment yield a polygon that is completed indicating that all the forces are in equilibrium
while the analytical solution indicates a resultant force of 0. To analyse static equilibrium while numerous concurrent
forces is acting. To confirm whether.

The uncertainty in these angles should be limited to the precision to which you can read the angles on the
force table. The locking pin was loosen on one of the spring balance anchor and the spring balance was
adjusted so that the centre ring is centrally located about the pin. I would also recommend repeating the
experiment several times each time disturbing the system and ensuring that the cords line up exactly with the
lines of action before removing the paper from the force board. One loop was slid through the centre ring. For
each spring balance, a spring balance anchor was taken and mounted on the board at the desired angle.
Therefore the mistakes may hold been caused by experimenter. Analysis Graphical Analysis Make accurate
diagrams on normal rectangular graph paper showing the sum of the forces acting on the ring for both parts of
the experiment above. Click top left to enlarge. The diagonal to this parallelogram is the line of action of the
missing resultant or equilibrant and it has been proved that its length is equal to the magnitude. If it is not,
determine from your graph the magnitude of the deviation from zero. The points that were placed on the
pulling paper behind each cord may non hold been precisely behind the single cord as there was a important
spread between the paper and the cord. It can be seen that the closing side of the triangle is actually just the
same as the diagonal to the parallelogram above and so also provides the line of action and magnitude of the
resultant and equilibrant But it is also a feature of a triangle of forces that the vector direction arrows will
follow each other round if the point of application is to remain static. The forces on the load hangers and
forces in the spring balances was recorded. The polygon law of forces can be derived by successive
application of the parallelogram law of forces. Signal modification-the designation of the marker that the
pulling force lines up with c. The angle of the string that makes with the horizontal zero degree line was
recorded. A length of a string was taken and a loop was tied at each end of string. The construction of a force
polygon is used in the graphical solution of problems in statics for systems offerees located in the same plane.
A third form of error that could have caused inaccuracy is environmental conditions. Two spring balance was
taken and the ring was inserted at the end of each spring balance into the centre ring. The uncertainty of these
measurements should be limited to the precision of the balance. Forces can be represented by lines drawn to
scale - known as Vectors provided we know: the magnitude the line of action the direction From any point O a
line can be draw to a scale representing an upward pointing force of 2 newtons and similarly from the same
point, a shorter line to represent the downward pointing force of 1 newton. Assume the spring balances force
as the known forces. Figure 4 Procedure Equilibrium with Three Forces We shall first study the equilibrium of
the small ring when there are three forces acting on it. Vectors are drawn end on end, as for the triangle of
forces, and the closing side provides the line of action and magnitude of the equilibrant - and the arrows
follow round to give the direction. In this experiment we shall study the translational equilibrium of a small
ring acted on by several forces on an apparatus known as a force table, see Fig. Multiple Concurrent Forces
These ideas can be extended when there are more than two concurrent forces. The vector which joins the tail
of the first force with the head of the last force in the force polygon, represents the geometric sum R of the
given system of forces. The angle the spring balances was recorded to make with horizontal zero degree line.
Make sure that the strings are stretched radially and the pin is at the center of the ring. Be as accurate as
possible. Another location was chosen and another pulley was anchored to apply the fourth force. For
right-angled triangles trigonometric ratios sine, cosine and tangent can be used.


